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have been studied; for examples, steel encased
reinforced concrete columns and concrete filled tubular
columns are used as mainframe structures. Beam string
structures consisting of cable elements and beam
elements are often used in large spanning structures [1].
The former is the hybrid structure at member level and
the latter is the one at structural system level. The
composite action between space frame structures and
claddings has been studied; buckling strength and
ultimate deformation state had been experimentally
investigated for composite truss grids with concrete
slabs [2]. The composite action has been experimentally
and theoretically studied for space structures with
laminated gummed bamboo plates [3]. The authors also
had carried out the buckling experiments of the
composite truss grids with plastic plates and made clear
the effect on the buckling load [4]. experimental study
of hybrid structures consisting of membrane and
latticed frame and showed that the membrane prevents
the latticed member from initial buckling and increases
the buckling load [5]. In order to study the possibility of
hybrid structures with space frame structures, they
presented the tangent stiffness equations for uniformly
or sinusoidal laterally loaded members under axial
forces. They theoretically investigated the buckling
behavior of parallel chord latticed beams with laterally
distributed loads1 and showed that the buckling strength
is smaller and the deformation is larger than those of
only nodal loads. The influences become smaller when
the structural unit number is over 10. Then in this paper,
the buckling behavior of three type latticed structures
with laterally loaded members is theoretically
investigated to study the possibility of hybridization;
double-layer latticed grids, double-layer latticed
cylindrical shells and single-layer latticed domes. As
numerical parameters, supported condition and number
of structural units are adopted.

ABSTRACT
While the possibility of large space structural systems is
pursued, it is important to study a new structural system
as well as a new performance of materials. One of
possible structural systems that have been developed is
the hybrid system combining a space frame structure
with a cladding, for example, a concrete slab, steel
panels or membrane. In this case, constituent members
of the structure are exposed to laterally distributed load
due to the dead and live load. Then in this paper, the
elastic buckling behavior of latticed structures is
theoretically investigated on the condition that
constituent members are subjected to laterally
distributed load by using the proposed tangent stiffness
equations of beam-column members'). The treated
latticed structures are double-layer latticed grids,
cylindrical latticed shells and single-layer latticed
domes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Space frame structures have been widely used all over
the world, because of the material efficiency against the
strength, that is, the bending moment in constituent
members is small and the axial force is a main
component of stress resultants. In design, the submembers of covering roof structures are directly
connected to the nodes of space frame structure. The
live and dead loads act on the nodes and they are
transmitted from one node to the other node through
member axial forces. Because of this structural system,
some irregular patterns of the sub-structures often cover
the regular geometrical patterns by latticed members.
Then, the authors have proposed these sub-structures
may be combined with main structures into a hybrid
structure, to make the high degree of clearness. In this
case, large bending moments occur in the constituent
members and the fact may ruin the structural
advantages of space frame structures. The structural
system that combines some different materials or
structural systems may be often called as a hybrid
structure. In the literature, several hybrid structures

Idealization of laterally distributed loads on latticed
members laterally distributed loads on beams are
generally considered as a triangle shape or a trapezoid
shape in numerical analyses. The latticed structures
treated in this paper consist of triangle meshes or square
meshes and the laterally distributed loads on latticed
members are triangular loads. It is replaced by the
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equivalent sinusoidal loads that produce the same total
lateral load, as shown in Figure l.

deformation relationships of DL loading type generally
show stronger nonlinearity than those of NL loading
type. In Figure 3, the deformation of DL type is about
1.3 times of NL type at the buckling load level. In
Figure 4, the deformation of DL type is about 1.1 times
of NL type. The strong nonlinearity in the load
deformation relationships is similar to the parallel chord
latticed beam1 when the structural unit number is small.

Figure l. Laterally Distributed Load on Members

2.

DOUBLE-LAYER LATTICED GRID

The treated double-layer latticed grids as shown in
Figure 2 are subjected to uniform vertical loads on the
upper layer. The grids are assumed to be rigid-jointed.
In order to study the effect of lateral loads on members,
two loading conditions are considered; NL loading type
denotes that the uniform vertical loads are applied to
only nodes as concentrated loads according to the
shared area that is the ordinary loading state of truss
structures. DL loading type denotes that uniform
vertical loads are applied to members as sinusoidal
loads [6], [7]. Three sizes of double-layer latticed grids,
which consist of 6X6 structural units (as shown in
Figure 2), 8X8 and 10X10 are treated. All constituent
members have the same mechanical properties as
shown in Table 1.

Figure 3. Total Load-Deflection Relationships (6X6)

Figure 4. Total Load-Deflection Relationships (8X8)

Figure 2. Double-Layer Latticed Grid with 6X6 Structural Units

Table 1. Mechanical Properties of Members
Tubular Member

Section Area A

Moment Inertial

60.5 x 3.2
(mm)

5.76 x 102
(mm2)

2.37 x 105
(mm4)

Figure 5. Total Load-Deflection Relationships (10X10)

As for elastic buckling loads, DL loading type is higher
than NL loading type; about 90/0 at the pin-supported
case and 5% at the roller-supported case for the grids of
6X6 structural units. The differences between the two
buckling loads become smaller according as the
structural unit number becomes larger. The deformation
of pin-supported case is about 40% smaller than the
roller-supported case at the buckling load level. The
elastic buckling load of pin-supported case is about
15% higher than the roller-supported case. The elastic

The slenderness ratio of upper layer members is about
148. The double-layer latticed grids are roller supported
or pin-supported at the edge bottom nodes. The loaddeformation relationships are shown in Figures 3-5,
respectively. The ordinate represents the total vertical
load and the abscissa represents the displacements of
the center node in the vertical direction. The load-
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buckling load of a unit area is in inverse proportion to
the area of upper layer. The buckling modes of the two
loading types are member buckling and similar to each
other, as shown Figure 6.

Radius of
curvature

Length of span

Height

18008
16368

28287
16363

37716
21042

47145
25077

3764

5401

7418

The mechanical properties of constituent members are
the same as Table 1. The slenderness ratio of upper
chord members is about 155 and that of lower chord
members is about 141. The latticed shell is pinsupported or Toller-supported at all the edge bottom
nodes. The two loading condition is the same as the
double-layer latticed grid. However, in considering DL
loading type of members along the arch direction, the
uniform vertical loads can be divided into the
components in the parallel direction and orthogonal
direction of member axes. The components in the axial
direction are divided into the two nodal loads of same
value. The load-deformation relationships at the center
node are shown in Figures 8-10.

Figure 6. Elastic Buckling Mode under Roller-Support and DL
Loading

While the yield stress in Table 1 and yield condition of
thin walled tubular members are considered. The center
chord members may be yielded in bending before the
elastic buckling load will be reached. The initial yield
load of DL loading type is about 41% for 6X6 grid 60%
for 8X8 grid, and 740/0 for l0X10 grid against the each
elastic buckling load. When latticed members of
double-layer grids are directly subjected to the lateral
loads, the upper chord members must be reinforced in
order to avoid the reduction of load-carrying capacity
due to the member collapse [8] , [9].

3. DOUBLE-LAYER
LATTICED SHELL

RU
(mm)
RL
(mm)
Lx
(mm)
Ly
(mm)
H (mm)

CYLINDRICAL

The double-layer cylindrical latticed shell as shown in
Figure 7 is treated. The sizes of treated latticed shell are
6X9, 8X12 and 10X15 structural units. The radius of
curvature and the length of member are fixed and the
half-open angle is changeable according to the size of
latticed shell as shown in Table 2.
Figure 8. Total Load-Deflection Relationships
of 6X9 Units

Figure 7. Double-Layer Cylindrical Latticed Shell with 6X9
Structural Units
Figure 9. Total Load-Deflection Relationships
of 8X12 Units

Table 2. Dimensions of Double-Layer Cylindrical
Latticed Shell
Structural Units
6X9
8X
l0 X
12
15
Half-open
θ (deg.)
30
40
50
angle
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Figure 13. Elastic Buckling Mode under Roller Supported DL
Loading

The buckling modes are member buckling around the
center members in the upper layer. At the pin-supported
case, the large buckling deformations can be seen in
both the lower boundary members and the upper center
members along the arch direction. In Figure 11 of the
pin-supported and NL loading case, the buckling
deformations have the two components of two
directions that are in and out the plane of shell surface.
In Figure 12 of the pin-supported and DL loading case,
the buckling deformations are in the vertical direction
that corresponds to the loading direction. In Figure 13
of the roller-supported and DL loading case, the
buckling deformations of center members are in the
plane of shell surface. It is similar to that of NL loading
and the roller-supported case. The initial yield load of
6X9 structural units is about one-half of the elastic
buckling loads at the roller supported case. The
differences between the two loads become smaller
while the unit number becomes larger. At the pinsupported case, the yield loads of 6X9 units, 8X12 units
and l0X15 units are about 29%, 33% and 39% of the
each elastic buckling load, respectively. Consequently,
it can be said that the buckling behavior of double-layer
cylindrical latticed shell is similar to the parallel chord
latticed beam, since the structures along the arch
direction are taught to be main structures [13] , [14].

Figure 10. Total Load-Deflection Relationships of 10X15 Units

The ordinate represents the total vertical load and the
abscissa represents the displacements of the center node
in the vertical direction. At the roller-supported case,
the characteristics of load-deformation relationships are
generally equal to the double-layer grids. In Figure 9,
the deformation of DL loading type is about 1.1 times
of NL loading type. The buckling load of DL loading
type is slightly lower than NL loading type. At the pinsupported case, the characteristics of load deformation
relationships are different from the double layer grids.
The vertical displacements remarkably increase until
the buckling load at the either loading type. While the
load is small, the load-deformation curves are almost
linear and the deformation is relatively small due to the
arch action. The influences of member deformations
become gradually larger according to the increase of
load. The two buckling loads of DL and NL loading
types become close to each other while the structural
unit number become larger [10] , [11] , [12]. The
buckling modes of 6X9 structural units are shown in
Figures11-13.

4. SINGLE-LAYER LATTICED DOME
Single-layer latticed domes as shown in Figure 14 are
treated. They have a regular hexagonal plan and each
node of domes is placed on a spherical surface. The
geometrical parameter n represents the number of
members along an arc from the apex to the six corners
and indicates the scale of the dome, and two types (n=3
and 5) are treated in the analysis. The other parameters
in Figure 14 are shown in Table 3.

Figure 11. Elastic Buckling Mode under Pin-Supported NL
Loading

Figure 12. Elastic Buckling Mode under
Pin-Supported DL Loading
Figure 14. Single-Layer Latticed Dome
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Figure 18. The elastic buckling modes of DL and NL
loading types are shown in Figures 17, 18.

Table 3. Dimensions of Single-Layer Latticed Dome
Geometrical
parameter

Half-open
angle

Radius of
curvature

Length
of span

Height

n

∅ (deg)

R (mm)

L (mm)

H (mm)

3
5

2.5
2.5

34378
34378

17795
29057

1172
3223

The domes consist of tubular members being the same
sectional properties, as shown in Table 1. The domes
are assumed to be rigid-jointed. The same two loading
conditions are treated. The boundary nodes supported
are not subjected to any load. The load-deformation
relationships of latticed domes are shown in Figures 15,
16, respectively.

Figure 17. Elastic Buckling Mode under Roller Support and NL
Loading

Figure 15. Load-Deflection Relationships (n=3)
Figure 18. Elastic Buckling Mode under Roller Support and DL
Loading

The buckling mode of NL type is member buckling and
that of DL type is dimple buckling of nodes nearby the
six corners. In the case of the member yield stress
shown in Table I, the boundary tensile members are
yielded before elastic buckling loads will be reached. In
Figure 15, the yield loads are about 82% of the each
elastic buckling load for DL and NL loading types
under the roller support. In Figure 16, it is about 62%. It
can be said that the lateral loads do not influence the in
initial yield load. In comparing the domes under
member lateral loads (DL type) with the domes under
only nodal loads (NL type), the initial stiffness of DL
type is generally higher than that of the other domes,
that is opposite to the double-layer latticed grids and
shells. It is caused by the arch action. The elastic
buckling loads of DL type are smaller than NL type at
the pin-supported case, however, ones of DL type are
larger than NL type at the roller-supported case.
Furthermore, the difference between the elastic
buckling loads of DL type and NL type increases with
increasing the unit number of dome at the pin-supported
case. On the contrary, the difference between the elastic
buckling loads of DL type and NL type decreases with
increasing the unit number of domes under the roller
support. In considering the lateral distributed loads on
constituent members, there is the method that one extra
node is added between the two ends of a beam-column

Figure 16. Load-Deflection Relationships (n=5)

The ordinate represents the total vertical load and the
abscissa represents the displacements of the apex in the
vertical direction. In Figure 15, the initial stiffness of
DL loading type is higher than that of NL type,
regardless of the boundary condition. The elastic
buckling load of DL type is about 8% higher than NL
type at the roller supported case. That of DL type is
about 18% smaller than NL type at the pin-supported
case. In the load-deformation relationships of DL type
in Figure 16, the relation of the two stiffness is equal to
the one of Figure 15. At the roller-supported case, the
plateau was once formed and the load bearing capacity
gradually increased until the elastic buckling load was
reached. It is resulted from the progress of member
buckling deformations at the six corners as shown in
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element for the conventional matrix method. The
uniform vertical loads are divided into nodal loads and
a concentrated load on the middle of each member. In
order to compare this conventional method with the
proposed method, the numerical analysis is carried out
for the loading type NCL, which represents nodal loads
and concentrated loads on the middle of members. The
results are shown in Figure I5 for the domes (n=3). The
initial stiffness and elastic buckling load obtained by the
present method are similarly larger than the
conventional method. The elastic buckling load by the
conventional method is about 950/0 of the present
method. The yield load of type NCL is about 94% of
that of type DL. On the other hand, the computer
storage of the conventional method became about 12
times and the computing time was over 30 times in
comparison with the present method [15], [16].

the design of constituent members and the information
of post-buckling behavior may be important.
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